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Conflict Update # 121 

July 15th, 2022 

Conflict Assessment 

Key assessments 

Russian forces are likely emerging from their 

operational pause, launching ground assaults north of 

Slovyansk, southeast of Siversk, around Bakhmut, and 

southwest of Donetsk City. 

Russian forces continued to defend occupied 

positions in the Kharkiv City direction to prevent 

Ukrainian forces  from advancing toward the Russian 

border in Kharkiv Oblast. 

Russian forces continued their systematic attacks 
on civilian infrastructure targeting residential 

infrastructure, recreational facilities, and educational 

institutions in Mykolaiv City on July 15. 

Chelyabinsk Oblast officials announced the 

completion of a volunteer battalion on July 15. 

Russian occupation authorities continued to 

institute new societal control measures in occupied 

territories. 

Subordinate Main Effort—Southern Kharkiv, 

Donetsk, Luhansk Oblasts - Russian forces continued 

to launch localized attacks and continued shelling north 

of Slovyansk on July 15. The Ukrainian General Staff (UGS) 

reported that Ukrainian forces have repelled a Russian assault on Bohorodychne, approximately 20 km northwest of 

Slovyansk. Geolocated footage shows Ukrainian artillery striking a Russian armored mobility vehicle in Bohorodychne on 

an unspecified date, which may indicate that Russian forces are attempting to advance through the settlement.  

Russian forces continued to shell Slovyansk and settlements southwest and southeast of Izyum. The Ukrainian Main 

Military Intelligence Directorate (GUR) released footage of the aftermath of Russian shelling at the Sviatohirsk Lavra (a 

monastery approximately 19 km northeast of Slovyansk), which indicates that Russian forces have not crossed the 

Siverskyi Donets River in the area. 

Russian forces continued to launch assaults in the Lysychansk area in an effort to advance toward Siversk. UGS reported 

that Russian forces unsuccessfully attempted to capture Spirne (approximately 13 km southeast of Siversk), likely to 

interdict Ukrainian ground lines of communication (GLOCs) along the T0513 highway.  

The Ukrainian Joint Forces Operation (JFO) published footage confirming that Russian forces did not capture Siversk on 

July 14, contradicting claims by Luhansk People’s Republic (LNR) Assistant to the Interior Minister Vitaly Kiselyov. Russian  
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forces reportedly continued to shell Kramatorsk, 

Hryhorivka, and Zakitne and launched an airstrike on 

Verkhnokamyanske. 

Russian forces continued offensive operations northeast of 

Bakhmut, likely in an attempt to seize the T1302 Bakhmut-

Lysychansk highway. UGS reported that Russian forces 

unsuccessfully attacked Nahirne and Bilohorivka along the 

T1302. 

Geolocated footage showed Ukrainian artillery shelling a 

Russian ammunition depot in Nahirne, which indicates that 

Russian forces have likely advanced within the settlement 

but did not secure access to the T1302. The Luhansk 

People’s Republic claimed that Russian forces seized Nova 

Kamyanka and Stryapivka, along the T1302, but did not 

provide any evidence to support the claim. Ukrainian 

forces also reportedly repelled assaults on the Vuhlehisrka 

Power Plant, Vershyna, and Kodema, just southeast of 

Bakhmut. 

Russian forces resumed assaults on settlements east of the 

Donetsk-Zaporizhia Oblast border on July 15. The Ukrainian 

General Staff noted that Russian forces unsuccessfully 

attempted to advance toward Vodyane and Pavlivka, 

approximately 40 and 50 km southwest of Donetsk City, 

respectively. 

Supporting Effort #1—Kharkiv City - Russian forces 

focused on preventing Ukrainian forces from advancing 

toward the Russian border in Kharkiv Oblast on July 15. 

UGS reported that Russian forces continued to shell civilian 

and military infrastructure in Kharkiv City and settlements to the north, east, and northeast of the city. 
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UGS also reported that Russian forces conducted aerial reconnaissance near Prymorske on the eastern side of the 

Pechenihy Reservoir. Russian forces previously conducted aerial reconnaissance in the same area on July 14, likely 

indicating that they have not retained control over some settlements on the eastern side of the Pechenihy Reservoir. 

Supporting Effort #2—Southern Axis - Russian 

forces continued to shell Ukrainian positions along the 

contact line along the Southern Axis on July 15. UGS 

reported that Russian forces launched airstrikes in the 

areas of Velyke Artakove and Olhine, along the 

Kherson-Dnipropetrovsk and Kherson-Mykolaiv 

Oblast borders.  

Ukrainian officials confirmed today that Ukrainian 

forces destroyed a Russian ammunition depot in 

Radensk (approximately 26 km southeast of Kherson 

City) and unspecified Russian positions in Nova 

Kakhova on July 14.  

The Ukrainian Southern Operational Command 

reported that Russian Su-35s conducted three 

unsuccessful attacks on Ukrainian ground attack 

aircraft over Nova Kakhovka, deep in Russian-

controlled territory, suggesting that Russian forces 

may lack sufficient ground-based air defenses in the 

area. 

Russian forces continued to launch missile strikes at 

Mykolaiv City on July 15. Mykolaiv Oblast 

Administration Head Vitaly Kim reported that Russian 

forces launched at least 10 missiles on two Ukrainian 

universities in Mykolaiv on July 15. 

Russian milblogger Yuri Kotyenok claimed that the universities served as temporary housing for Ukrainian National Guard 

servicemen. ISW cannot independently verify Kotyenok’s claims. 

Mobilization and Force Generation Efforts - Russian forces continued conducting accelerated training for combat 

volunteers. Chechen Republic Head Ramzan Kadyrov claimed on July 15 that hundreds of volunteers are arriving daily in 

Grozny, Chechnya, for an accelerated training course before deploying to unspecified areas of Donbas.  

Kadyrov claimed that volunteers receive unspecified state guarantees and train at the Russian Special Forces University 

east of Grozny in Gudermes, likely to entice prospective volunteers with promises of comfortable compensation and 

living conditions.  

The governor of Russia’s Chelyabinsk Oblast announced on July 13 that the region is forming the “South Ural” and “South 

Uralets” volunteer battalions. An 81-person detachment of Russian military volunteers of the 263-person South Uralets 

Battalion reportedly left Chelyabinsk on July 15 for an accelerated training course in Nizhny Novgorod, Russia. 

Activity in Russian-occupied Areas - Russian occupation authorities continue implementing societal control 

measures in occupied territories. Russian occupation governments of Kherson and Zaporizhia oblasts criminalized speech 
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on July 14-15 that criticizes the Russian Federation, Russian Armed Forces, or the invasion of Ukraine, effectively 

expanding the Kremlin’s domestic censorship law to occupied territories.  

The Kherson Oblast occupation government law decrees that authorities will deport violators from Kherson Oblast to 

unspecified areas, likely filtration camps or penal colonies in Russia. The Donetsk People’s Republic (DNR) Territorial 

Defense encouraged pregnant women in Mariupol to register with the DNR motherhood support registry to receive 

medical care and benefits, and DNR Head Denis Pushilin signed an amendment that provides funds to support non-

essential benefits for children, including sports participation fees and Christmas presents. 

Advisor to the Head of Luhansk People’s Republic (LNR) Marina Filippova announced on July 15 that the LNR government 

established an organizational headquarters to support and hold a referendum on an unspecified date to join the Russian 

Federation. The LNR will likely hold the referendum alongside those of other Russian occupation and proxy governments 

in Ukraine. 

Russian military correspondent Alexander Khodakovsky claimed on July 15 that Russian city and oblast governments 

acting as patrons for occupied areas of Ukraine are largely absent from reconstruction efforts despite public promises to 

help rebuild occupied territories, hindering reconstruction efforts. Khodakovsky claims he formed his assessment after 

meeting with various deputy-level officials in unspecified Russian city and oblast governments. 

Ukraine reports strike on Russian ammunition depot in the south - Ukrainian authorities said Tuesday that 

their forces targeted a Russian ammunition depot in southern Ukraine overnight, resulting in a massive explosion 

captured on social media. 

The Ukrainian military’s southern command said a rocket strike targeted the depot in Russian-held Nova Kakhovka, about 

35 miles (55 kilometers) east of the Black Sea port city of Kherson, which is also occupied by Russian forces. 

The precision of the strike suggested Ukrainian forces used U.S-supplied multiple-launch High Mobility Artillery Rocket 

Systems, or HIMARS, to hit the area. Ukraine indicated in recent days that it might launch a counteroffensive to reclaim 

territory in the country’s south as Russia devotes resources to capturing all of the eastern Donbas region. 

Russia’s Tass news agency offered a different account of the blast in Nova Kakhovka, saying a mineral fertilizer storage 

facility exploded, and that a market, hospital and houses were damaged in the strike. Some of the ingredients in fertilizer 

can be used for ammunition. 

A satellite photo taken Tuesday and analyzed by The Associated Press showed significant damage. A massive crater stood 

precisely where a large warehouse-like structure once stood in the city, 

Ukraine now has eight of the HIMAR systems, a truck-mounted missile launcher with high accuracy, and Washington has 

promised to send another four. 

Ukrainian soldiers were filmed test-driving prized Russian T-80 trophy tank - Ukrainian tank crews were 

filmed test-driving a captured Russian T-80BVM. They praised some of its features, including a powerful gasoline engine, 

high-performance traction, and a scope that sees warm objects -- like soldiers -- kilometers away. So far, this Ukrainian 

battalion says it has captured 11 of these tanks and the crews enjoy exploiting them. 

Video footage is viewable at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xFzXiAdfPvw. 

Ukrainian Forces Take Out 2 Russian Uragan MRLS - Ukrainian forces took out two Russian Uragan multiple rocket 

launcher vehicles, as seen in footage released by the Ukrainian military. 
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The footage was obtained Wednesday from the 28th Mechanized Brigade, also known as the 28th Separate Mechanized 

Brigade named after the Knights of the Winter Campaign, of the Ukrainian Armed Forces, along with a short statement 

saying: "Two less of the enemy's 'Uragans.' 

Ukraine Map Suggests U.S.-Supplied HIMARS Could Be Turning Tide of War - Maps of Ukraine created by 

NASA's FIRMS fire tracking system suggest American-supplied M142 High Mobility Artillery Rocket Systems—known as 

HIMARS—could be turning the tide of Putin's war. 

Side-by-side maps of Ukraine's eastern Donbas region—the frontline of the war—dated July 8 and July 12, show the 

number of major fires in Ukraine - an indication of Russian shelling - before and after Ukraine ramped up attacks using 

the HIMARS precision rocket weapon system provided by Washington. 

The maps illustrate a sharp decrease in the number of fires detected by NASA satellites—an indicator that long-range 

strikes on Russian ammunition warehouses appear to be playing in Ukraine's favor. 

"A big question mark of whether or not this indicates a decrease in Russian shelling, and whether or not the Ukrainian 

strikes on Russian ammunition facilities have had an impact on Russian fires capabilities," defense specialist 

@Osinttechnical posted on Twitter. 

Russians 'in Panic Mode' Over Strikes by U.S.-Supplied HIMARS - American-made M142 High Mobility Artillery 

Rocket Systems—known as HIMARS—are shredding Russian troop positions and logistics hubs with little resistance, 

sowing terror among the occupying forces, a front-line Ukrainian governor has told Newsweek. 

Speaking from close to the front line in Ukraine's war torn east, Luhansk Governor Serhiy Haidai said the invaders are in 

"panic mode" as the long-range guided heavy artillery picks off high value targets and degrades Russia's fighting abilities 

while Ukraine plans counter-attacks. 

"As the whole world has seen over the past week or so, we have been able to inflict massive damage to their missile 

defense systems and ammunition storage facilities deep behind the enemy lines," Haidai explained. 

The weapons system fires multiple rockets, which are then GPS-guided to individual targets with co-ordinates provided 

by Ukrainian partisan soldiers behind Russian front lines and in occupied territory. 

Targeting valuable Russian supply lines is a choice tactic as the invader’s munitions supplies are reported to be chronically 

low and re-supply problematic. 

The very fact that individual Russian arms depots and control command centers are being struck with precision speaks 

to the efficacy of these American weapons systems. 

Ukrainians are killing Russian occupiers of seized buildings in occupied zones - aerial footage shows Ukrainian 

special forces picking off Russian troops who had settled in civilian buildings. 

The Office of Strategic Communications (StratCom) of the Armed Forces of Ukraine shared the footage yesterday which 

shows the mortar strikes on the occupying forces. 

The Russian soldiers were taken out by the Ukrainian Special Operations Forces (SSO), which is a branch of the military 

that is made up exclusively of Spetsnaz - special forces - troops. 
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The SSO is typically tasked with carrying out 

operations that involve gathering intelligence, 

undertaking special reconnaissance missions, 

performing acts of sabotage and conducting 

psychological warfare. 

Ukrainian troops are infiltrated into and 

behind enemy lines, identify indivudal targets, 

eliminate them and then are extracted from 

the fire zone. 

This speaks to a coordinated effort beween 

these commando strike troops and local 

partisans. 

Another Russian ammo dump is obliterated with US-supplied HIMARS missiles - Footage shared by Ukrainian 

forces shows the storehouse exploding into a huge fireball, sending sparks shooting up into the sky. 

The attack in the Kherson region killed 13 'occupiers', 

Serhiy Bratchuk, spokesperson for the Odesa regional 

administration, quoted the Operational Command South 

as saying. 

Earlier this week, the same city was targeted by Ukraine 

using HIMARS missiles, killing 52 people according to the 

Ukrainian military. 

Another Russian colonel has been killed in the 

latest high-profile casualty of the invasion - 

Colonel Maxim Kudrin, in his late 30s, was a senior 

paratrooper. He was deputy commander of the 106th 

Tula Airborne Division for Armaments. 

He is believed to have died in a strike by HIMARS missiles 

which have wreaked havoc in recent Ukrainian attacks 

on Russian positions. Col. Kudrin is the 77th known 

Russian colonel to have perished in the war. 

Ukraine braces for renewed Russian assault - Ukraine expects a fresh assault by Russian ground forces, following 

widespread shelling which killed more than 30 people, as Kyiv's Western allies brace for a worsening of the global energy 

crisis if Russia cuts its supply of oil and gas. 

Although the Kremlin has announced a pause in its assault after claiming victory in the eastern Luhansk region following 

the fall of Lysychansk, Russia's bombardment has continued throughout Ukraine. 

Ukraine's general staff said the shelling across the country amounted to preparations for an intensification of hostilities 

as Russia seeks to seize the rest of the Donetsk region and control the entirety of the eastern Donbas industrial heartland. 

Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskyy said Russia had carried out 34 air strikes since Saturday, one of which hit a five-

storey apartment building killing 31 people and trapping dozens. 
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Russian long-range airstrikes continue to pound Ukrainian cities away from the front lines - including two 

universities that were struck in the southern city of Mykolaiv Friday morning. That's according to Vitaliy Kim, a regional 

official who says at least 10 missiles hit the two campuses. "I'm asking universities of all democratic countries to claim 

Russia [is] what it is really is—the terrorist," he tweeted Friday. 

The Mykolaiv attack comes a day after Russian cruise missiles killed nearly two dozen people Thursday in the city of 

Vinnytsia, about 170 miles south of Kyiv. The Associated Press has more about the aftermath of that strike yesterday. 

Impacts 

Germany launches fifth LNG terminal to diversify gas supplies - A fifth floating liquefied natural gas (LNG) import 

terminal project in Germany was launched on Wednesday with the participation of French group TotalEnergies, as Berlin 

tries to avoid an energy crisis this winter amid threats of Russian gas cuts. 

TotalEnergies and Germany's Deutsche Ostsee have "signed an agreement for the installation and operation of a floating 

terminal in Lubmin", on the Baltic Sea, where the Nord Stream pipeline also arrives, according to a statement from the 

two companies. 

"From 1 December 2022, the terminal will inject 4.5 billion cubic metres of natural gas into the German network," they 

added. 

This is the fifth floating LNG terminal project launched by Germany since the start of the war in Ukraine in late February. 

Sanctions 

China is selling Russia high-tech items that Putin needs for his Ukraine invasion - the Wall Street Journal 

reported Friday from Beijing. That includes antennae parts, microchips, printed circuits, and aluminum oxide. (Caveat: 

"The rise in reported export values may partly be explained by inflation," the Journal notes. "But the data shows that 

many Chinese tech sellers have continued to do business with Russia despite U.S. scrutiny.") 

New EU sanctions against Russia are coming today - and they're expected to involve "goods that could be used 

for military purposes, including chemicals and machinery," as well as an import ban on Russian gold, according to Reuters. 

Saudi Arabia doubles discounted Russian fuel oil imports - Saudi Arabia, the world’s largest oil exporter, more 

than doubled the amount of Russian fuel oil it imported in the second quarter to feed power stations to meet summer 

cooling demand and free up the kingdom’s own crude for export, data showed, and traders said. 

Russia has been selling fuel at discounted prices after international sanctions over its invasion of Ukraine left it with fewer 

buyers. Moscow calls the war in Ukraine a “special military operation.” 

The increased sales of fuel oil, used in power generation, to Saudi Arabia show the challenge that US President Joe Biden 

faces as his administration seeks to isolate Russia and cut its energy export revenues. 

While many countries have banned or discouraged purchases from Russia, China, India and several African and Middle 

Eastern nations have increased imports. 

Countries are trying to capitalize on the Russian sanctions situation by buying their oil and then adding the stocks to their 

strategic oil reserves. Russian process per barrel are at steeply discounted levels. 
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Humanitarian 

Shocking images capture destruction in historic Ukrainian city of Vinnytsya - A special-needs girl was one of 

at least 23 people killed in a Russian missile strike against civilians in the Ukrainian city of Vinnytsya yesterday. Until the 

very day of the attack, the child’s mother had documented the struggles and joy of raising a child with Down syndrome. 

Yesterday we included a report of the killing of 4-year old Elizaveta, the young child with Downs Syndrome, whose mother 

Iryna lost a leg and remains in a coma. 

These are pictures of the carnage and destruction wrought 

by the deliberate Russian missile attack on civilians. Our 

daily War Updates have studiously avoided including 

graphic pictures and reports, dramatic coverage and 

sensationalism.  

In our daily receipt of hundreds of reports and information 

flows, we extract such content, and focus on the strategic 

and tactical developments and outcomes of the Ukrainian 

war with Russia. 

But this is outrageous, sub-human and must not go 

unreported. Here we make an exception and report on this barbaric act of terrorism. (Originally reported by Radio Free 

Europe). 

OSCE Expresses 'Grave Concerns' Over Alleged Russian Mistreatment Of Ukrainians - A report by the 

Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) expresses "grave concerns" of alleged mistreatment by the 

Russian authorities of tens of thousands of Ukrainians who had been forcibly deported from their country and sent to so-

called "filtration centers." 

"There are reports indicating that people are subject to harsh interrogations and humiliating body searches in such 

centers," says a 115-page report seen by AFP. The report calls the establishment of such centers an "alarming" 

development. 
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It adds that those found to have collaborated with Ukrainian authorities "often simply disappear," with some allegedly 

being transferred to Russian-controlled territories, where they are detained or even killed. 

"Signs of torture and ill-treatment on the corpses of killed civilians also show disregard of the principle of humanity," it 

says. 

The report was based on information obtained by three experts named by the OSCE covering the Ukraine war from April 

1 to June 25. 

The Russian Embassy in Washington called the comments an attempt to stoke "Russophobia" and "poor-quality Western 

disinformation." 

Human Rights Watch (HRW) also expressed concerns about the reports, saying Russia must immediately disclose the 

whereabouts of and release all illegally detained or deported Ukrainians. 

"Ukrainian civilians detained by Russian troops not only lose their freedom, but also face threats to their health and lives 

because they are being held without legal or public control," said Tatyana Lokshina, deputy Europe and Central Asia 

director at HRW. 

Zelenskyy urges ‘special tribunal’ for Moscow amid deadly Russian strikes on central Ukraine - Russian 

missiles struck Vinnytsia in central Ukraine Thursday, killing at least 23 people including three children, in what President 

Volodymyr Zelensky called “an open act of terrorism” – see above report. 

The charred remains of upturned cars surrounded by burnt debris were seen in images distributed by officials next to a 

business gutted by a fire with brown smoke billowing nearby. 

In his daily address to the nation late Thursday Zelensky confirmed the toll and said it was likely to rise, with dozens still 

missing and many hospitalized in critical condition. 

“No other state in the world poses such a terrorist threat as Russia,” a somber Zelensky said. “No other state in the world 

allows itself to destroy peaceful cities and ordinary human life with cruise missiles and rocket artillery on a daily basis.” 

Secretary-General Antonio Guterres said he was “appalled” by the attack, while the EU slammed it as an “atrocity.” Both 

called for accountability. 

And Zelensky led a moment of silence before urging European and International Criminal Court officials to open a “special 

tribunal” into Russia’s invasion. 

“I believe it is inevitable that International Criminal Court will bring accountability to those guilty of crimes under its 

jurisdiction: war crimes, crimes against humanity, genocide.” 

Putin 

G20: Canada claims Russian delegation are personally responsible for ‘war crimes’ in Ukraine - Canada’s 

finance minister, Chrystia Freeland, has told Russian officials at a meeting of G20 finance ministers that she held them 

personally responsible for “war crimes” committed during Russia’s war in Ukraine, a western official said. 

Freeland directly addressed the Russian delegation taking part in the meeting of the Group of 20 major economies, telling 

them on Friday: “It is not only generals who commit war crimes, it is the economic technocrats who allow the war to 

happen and to continue,” the official said. 

Freeland, whose maternal grandparents were born in Ukraine, told the opening G20 session that the war was the “single 

biggest threat to the global economy right now”, the official said. 
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Containment 

We're all standing in line at the at the ammunition factories - Greater coordination between European countries 

and their defense industries is necessary if they expect to continue supporting Ukraine in its fight against Russia while 

maintaining their own ammunition stockpiles, Dutch Defense Minister Kajsa Ollongren said today. 

“We were pretty early in the Netherlands I think to order extra [ammunition], but you see what is happening,” she said 

during an event Thursday hosted by the Atlantic Council. “We’re all standing in line at the ammunition factories. So we 

do we need to do a coordinated effort there as well.” 

Ollongren, as well as Vice Adm. René Tas, commander of the Royal Netherlands Navy, are in Washington this week for 

meetings with their American counterparts. The defense minister said her hour-long meeting with US Defense Secretary 

Lloyd Austin included “many subjects” but the conflict in Ukraine “was top of mind.” 

Ollongren said when Russia’s invasion began in February, countries were largely acting independent of each other in their 

efforts to assist Ukraine. While there is significantly more coordination now, that initial rush meant some countries were 

shipping large quantities of the same ammunition or supplies to Ukraine, and in turn are now competing for resupply. 

Compounding that issue is that for many nations, there was not a large stockpile of munitions to start with, Ollongren 

noted. 

“As you know, as our stocks became emptier, we have to concert our efforts,” she said. “And we have to work in a 

coordinated way, not only between allies, but also with our industries, for instance.” 

That coordination will require several efforts that include short term initiatives to work with industry and the Pentagon 

to get Ukraine the weapons and supplies it needs now, but also making sure that both European nations and the US are 

in a position to resupply their stockpiles in the long term. 

The US is hardly immune to the same stockpile concerns. Earlier this year, Marine Corps leadership raised  their worries 

about domestic stockpiles in light of the ammunition sent to Ukraine, while the Pentagon is struggling with how to get 

production on Stinger and Javelin weapons up to required speed. 

Retired US general says Russia's 'weakness' prevents it from advancing to make 'meaningful progress' in 

Ukraine - Russia's "weakness" on the battlefield has prevented it from making any "meaningful progress" in Ukraine, a 

retired US general said on Thursday. 

Lt. Gen. Ben Hodges, the former commanding general of the US Army in Europe, told Insider that Russia lacks the 

resources and capabilities to make significant advancements in Ukraine's eastern Donbas region — where the 20-week-

long war has turned into a grinding campaign. 

He said Russia's arsenal of artillery and rockets is the "only advantage" that President Vladimir Putin's forces have right 

now and said this is reflected in attacks on Ukrainian defense positions and civilian areas, which cause lots of casualties.  

A key to Ukrainian success will be to neutralize these weapons, he said. Without them, Russian victories will be hard to 

come by. 

"It's all about firepower," Hodges said. "The ability to destroy or disrupt Russian firepower advantage is what's going to 

make the difference." 

"Even with the huge advantage that the Russians have in terms of firepower, they've not been able to make meaningful 

progress over the past several weeks." Hodges said, adding that Russia has also failed to demonstrate "the ability to 

integrate air operations with ground operations." 
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Another issue Russia faces is a lack of military personnel. According to recent UK intelligence, this issue may force the 

Kremlin to recruit prisoners to fight on its behalf. 

Hodges said, "the overall weakness of the Russians" can be told through their inability to break through the frontlines in 

eastern Ukraine and advance west toward major cities like Odesa, Mykolaiv, or Kyiv — the capital city that Putin's troops 

failed to capture in the early weeks of the war. 

Since Russian forces retreated from Kyiv — a much sought-after conquest that Putin and Western intelligence predicted 

would fall in a matter of days after the February 24 invasion — the conflict has turned into a bloody and slow-moving 

affair in the Donbas region, with shifting frontlines and constant artillery exchanges.  

But after months of fighting there, Russia has recently started to see small territorial success.  

"Russian forces are likely maintaining military pressure on Ukrainian forces whilst regrouping and reconstituting for 

further offensives in the near future," UK intelligence said on Monday.  

Ukraine, however, has enjoyed the new arrival of Western-supplied long-range rocket systems — weapons that it asked 

for from the US and allies for weeks. 

Ukraine receives first M270 multiple rocket launch 

systems - Oleksii Reznikov, Ukraine's defense minister, said 

the first M270 multiple rocket launch systems from an 

unspecified country had arrived in Ukraine. The M270 carries 

a load of 12 rockets on a mobile launcher. 

On Twitter, Reznikov wrote, "They will be good company for 

HIMARS on the battlefield," referring to US long-range artillery 

donated by Washington. 

"No mercy for the enemy," his tweet concluded. 

The MLRS MFOM that can be fired from M270 systems include 12 Guided MLRS (GMLRS) or Extended Range (ER) GMLRS 

rockets, 4 Precision Strike Missiles (PrSM) or two Army Tactical Missile System (ATACMS). The weapons system has a 

range of 40 miles, capable od assisting Ukrainian forces in striking Russian sites behind their front lines. 

Ukraine is shortly to receive enhanced fire systems with a range vastly superior to the M270. 

Ukraine’s Next-Gen Anti-Tank Drones Are Bigger, Tougher And Much Smarter - Ukraine is already using small 

drones to tremendous effect as tank-killing mini-bombers. An 

interview on Polish news site Onet reveals plans to make the 

drones even more effective – smarter, bigger, able to resist 

jamming and hit more targets at longer range including moving 

vehicles. 

The interviewer talked to two software engineers, some of the 

thousand or so civilians who joined the volunteer group 

Aerorozvidka (“aerial intelligence”) from 2014 onwards to help 

Ukraine’s armed forces with drones and other technical 

support. Aerorozvidka started with small consumer drones – 

still widely used for tactical reconnaissance and directing 

artillery fire, as well as dropping hand grenades – and later built 
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their own drone, the R-18 octocopter costing just $20k which can carry three 1.3-kilo bombs able to take out tanks. You 

can see a compilation video of R-18 strikes taking out Russian armor here. 

The two engineers, speaking anonymously like most Aerorozvidka members, explained that one of the biggest problems 

is spotting targets which are under cover or camouflaged. Although the drone operator has a better view than a ground 

observer, it can be difficult to pick out the shape of a vehicle. Working with a team of several others, the engineers claim 

to have developed an AI system which is far better than a human operator at spotting vehicles below and can flag them 

automatically and relay the exact GPS co-ordinates back to the operator. 

Current drone bombers are limited to stationary targets. Typically an R-18 will drop one bomb, and the operator can then 

see where it lands to ensure the second or third lands dead on the target. This is impossible with moving targets, so new 

software will, at the touch of a button, switch the drone to ‘kamikaze mode.’ In this mode the drone becomes a loitering 

munition which crashed into the target, sacrifices itself in the attack. However, losing a $20k drone against a multi-million 

dollar tank is still a worthwhile proposition. This kamikaze capability is currently under development. 

Geopolitics 

Will the China-Pakistan Corridor Get a Boost with a New Government in Islamabad? - On June 10,  the FO 

in Islamabad received a diplomatic communication from the Pakistani ambassador in Beijing. 

 China assured Prime Minister Sharif, who replaced former PM Imran Khan in April, that it is eager to work with the 

present government. China also confirmed the rollover of a $2.3 billion loan to Pakistan at a reduced rate, which is a 

great help to the cash-strapped nation. Furthermore, China agreed to extend additional financial assistance between 

$2.5 to $2.8 billion and pledged to support Pakistan’s fragile economy through the multi-billion China-Pakistan Economic 

Corridor (CPEC).  

Chinese leadership also urged the present government to reinvigorate CPEC projects, which were neglected under Imran 

Khan’s government, PM Sharif’s government has inherited a plethora of problems and issues plaguing progress and 

causing delays in  the execution of projects that fall under the umbrella of CPEC. 

CPEC under the PTI government  

The previous Pakistan government led by Imran Khan, which came to power in 2018, provided minimal support to CPEC 

in the first two years of its tenure. From the outset, Khan criticized CPEC deals signed by the PML-N government alleging 

that the agreements compromised Pakistani interests and unduly favored China. The Khan administration even went so 

far as to accuse then Chief Minister of Punjab Sharif of taking kickbacks from Chinese state-owned enterprises working 

on CPEC projects in the province. 

In Baluchistan province, Gwadar port, an essential part of CPEC, (and of the Chinese BRI), was also not properly 

maintained by the PTI government. This negligence led to a reduction in the depth of the deep-sea port to only 11 meters 

due to silting. At its current depth, the port is unable to handle larger ships. Under Khan’s administration, only three CPEC 

projects worth $300 million were completed  in Gwadar. On the other  hand, nearly a dozen projects in the port city 

worth almost $2 billion remained unfinished. 

Under PM Khan, overall implementation of CPEC slowed, and many projects were put on hold. Khan was even a member 

of a nine-person  committee that reviewed  all BRI contracts. As a result, the new government led by PM Sharif has carried 

out forensic audits of projects and has lambasted his predecessor’s approach for harming CPEC and angering China. 

Despite the initial difficulties, during the last year of his government, Khan altered his approach, and vowed to complete 

the CPEC at all costs calling it “a manifestation of [the] Pakistan-China friendship. However, CPEC only made substantial 

progress in the last year of the Khan government, following the appointment of Khalid Mansoor as special assistant to 
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the prime minister on CPEC affairs. As a result of these policy changes and personnel shuffles, progress on CPEC 

accelerated again, and several projects in different sectors were completed. 

Five months before Khan’s ouster, the National Development and Reform Commission, China’s top economic planning 

body, declared  that CPEC has entered a new phase of high-quality development. The NDRC stated that China-funded 

expressways, vocational schools and power plants are all now operational. The NDRC spokesperson Meng Wei declared 

that the two countries would continue to focus on development of Gwadar port and energy and infrastructure projects 

to ensure the high-quality development of CPEC. 

The present government is also addressing the serious liquidity issues and grievances of Chinese companies operating 

under the CPEC in various sectors, particularly in the energy sector. More than two dozen Chinese independent power 

producers have threatened to shut down their power plants unless upfront payments were made. The IPPs complained 

about their over Rs300 billion (roughly $1.42 billion) in delayed dues. 

Moreover, Sharif’s government has decided to abolish the CPEC Authority, which was established in May 2021. The 

decision made by Planning Minister Ahsan Iqbal after it was revealed that Chinese power companies had shut down 1,980 

megawatts of production capacity owing to non-clearance of dues. Iqbal stated that the CPEC Authority , “… is a 

redundant organization with a huge waste of resources which has thwarted speedy implementation of the CPEC.” 

China’s High Comfort Level with PM Sharif  

In a recent telephone conversation with Chinese Premier Li Keqiang, Sharif assured his Chinese counterpart of Pakistan’s 

intention to expedite work on CPEC and stressed the importance of bilateral cooperation to fully operationalize special 

economic zones (SEZs).  

Beijing is more comfortable working with PM Sharif because of its prior relationship with him, when he was the chief 

minister of Punjab during his brother Nawaz Sharif’s third and final tenure as PM. As a result, as PM Sharif is able to bank 

on his reputation for working closely with Chinese entities to realized mega projects in the transportation and energy 

sectors. 

China has been appreciative of Sharif for his past performance in the rapid implementation of CPEC projects. Despite 

Beijing’s acknowledgment of  Sharif’s efficiency, CPEC projects will ultimately face harder challenges in phase two versus 

phase one. In the first phase, projects were executed on the basis of government deals. However, with phase two’s 

involvement of private sector industrialization, bureaucratic snags, legal formalities and involvement of various ministries 

and departments will slow progress on CPEC projects. 

In addition, the new government in Islamabad must deal with another challenge it has inherited from its predecessor, 

which is the need to provide far better security to the Chinese engineers and Pakistani working on projects, particularly 

in Baluchistan, where attacks by Baluch separatists have recently taken place. Second, resolution of the liquidity issues 

of the Chinese companies operating in Pakistan’s various sectors through CPEC must be a priority. Finally, the procedural 

and bureaucratic bottlenecks impeding industrialization in the second phase of the CPEC need to be removed through 

constitutional amendments in the parliament. 

Comment – the Gwadar Harbor project, forming a vital alternative “southern road” to China’s BRI – was and continues 

to be viewed with hostility by India’s PM Modi. Sri Lanka to the south also has a Chinese-funded harbor - Hambantota 

Port – forming part of the southern road BRI initiative, and the subject of much angst by Sri Lanka in its current financial 

woes. 

Modi viewed the two ports, one to the north in Pakistan and one to the south in Sri Lanka as being distinctly against 

Indian interests. They were effectively shut out of the BRI solution set, despite India and China both being members of 

BRICS. 
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Modi hustled off the then US and appealed to then-President Trump for support in his angst, but this did not prevail. 

India continues in its opposition to these (Chinese) port developments. 

Further comment – both Sri Lanka and now Pakistan – are reporting severe financial difficulties. (Syed Fazl-e-Haider  of 

Jamestown Foundation). 

Twin Soliloquies in the South Pacific: China and the West Pursue Pacific Island Nations - In recent years, 

China has significantly increased its engagement with the Pacific Island Countries, which has resulted in growing its 

influence across the region.  

In response, Australia, the U.S. and allied countries have made efforts to counter these growing inroads. The expanding 

PRC links to the Pacific Islands have occurred in parallel to declining recognition of the Republic of China (Taiwan) with 

many countries seduced in to switching diplomatic ties from Taipei to Beijing.  

In September 2019, the Solomon Islands ended 36 years of recognition of Taiwan and established diplomatic relations 

with the PRC, a move which was followed days later by Kiribati. The Pacific Islands are a key target of the PRC’s ‘One 

China’ policy as Taiwan retains diplomatic relations with Tuvalu, Nauru, Palau and the Marshall Islands, all of which Beijing 

is pursuing with offers of economic and security related assistance. 

Efforts by the PRC to develop relations in the region are not new and hence, should not come as a surprise. In a recent 

document, “China’s Position Paper on Mutual Respect and Common Development with Pacific Island Countries,” the 

Chinese Ministry of Foreign Affairs stated that “China has signed Belt and Road cooperation MoUs with all the 10 Pacific 

Island Countries having diplomatic relations with China. From 1992 to 2021, total trade volume between China and Pacific 

Island Countries having diplomatic relations with China registered an average annual increase of 13 percent and 

expanded by over 30 times.” 

The long list of initiatives in the position paper include tangible actions that are likely to strengthen long term ties, but 

also unconvincing rhetoric such as the paper’s first point, which states that China will “advocate for peace, development, 

equity, justice, democracy and freedom, which are the common values of humanity.” 

The recent controversy regarding growing links between the PRC and the Pacific Island countries presents another area 

for competition between China, and the U.S. and its allies. In this context, the PRC government has repeatedly proffered 

police and security assistance to the Pacific Island nations, which may be a cover for the gradual introduction of Chinese 

armed forces to the region. 

The expansion of PRC police and law enforcement assistance to the Pacific Islands should not be seen as altruistic aid, 

but rather ought to be viewed in the context of the protection of Chinese economic interests and nationals in the region. 

The expanded global footprint of Chinese economic activity has brought greater risk to the companies and people 

involved. The major PRC oil companies Sinopec, China National Petroleum Corporation (CNPC), and China National 

Offshore Oil Corporation (CNOOC) have been active in volatile countries such as Sudan, Syria, Libya, Myanmar and Iran 

for years. PRC mineral companies such as China Minmetals Corporation, the Metallurgical Corporation of China and 

Tianjin Minerals & Equipment Group, have been active in countries including Sierra Leone, Tanzania, Zambia, Swaziland, 

Mozambique, and Afghanistan. Resource extraction from countries with fragile political systems and high-risk operating 

environments is not new for Western companies, but Chinese companies have been dealing with the same kinds of 

challenges that require professional security and government support for some time now. 

PRC police deployment in the Pacific Island countries is likely to increase as China’s economic links with region grow 

through the  Belt and Road Initiative (BRI). The BRI has created a platform for PRC commercial interests to develop the 

procurement of resources that the country needs as part of its development plan, and the Pacific Islands are a part of 
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this strategy. The PRC imports seafood, wood and minerals from the Pacific, which is reflective of Chinese interests in the 

region’s fishing, logging and mining industries. 

Deep sea exploration for minerals including high-value strategic metals such as copper, gold, manganese, zinc, cobalt 

and nickel is the next energy resource frontier.  

The PRC is actively engaged in commercial projects in the Pacific. The Beijing Pioneer Hi-Tech Development Corporation, 

a state owned enterprise, and the International Seabed Authority (ISA) have signed a 15-year contract for the exploration 

of polymetallic nodules, which contain nickel, copper, cobalt and manganese, and are needed for battery technologies. 

At the recent China-Pacific Islands Foreign Ministers’ meeting, Wang Yi stated that “China will continue to provide the 

island countries with economic development assistance within its capacity, strengthen the connection between the joint 

construction of the Belt and Road, the regional cooperation initiative of the Pacific island countries and the development 

strategies of the island countries, and deepen the infrastructure, agriculture, forestry and fishery, energy and minerals, 

information and communication, e-commerce, etc.  

Mutually beneficial cooperation in the field and support the expansion of exports of high-quality and characteristic 

products such as agricultural products from island countries to China..” This statement includes clear references to firstly 

fishery, energy and minerals, and secondly to the expansion of exports from the region to China. 

Clearly the primary exports the PRC seeks from the Pacific Islands  are natural resources. This is exemplified in Wang Yi’s 

active diplomatic engagement with the region, wherein he has prioritized guaranteeing the long term supply of natural 

resources. Assuring the security and safety of the growing number of Chinese enterprises engaged in exploration, mining, 

logging, fishing, commerce, and diplomacy in the Pacific Islands requires increased deployment by PRC police and 

sustained engagement with local law enforcement. 

Conclusion - The recent tour of the Pacific Island countries by Foreign Minister Wang Yi was hailed by Chinese media as 

a success. In the context of Wang’s whirlwind eight-nation trip, state media put forth several narratives for the expanding 

scope of PRC activity in the Pacific.  

• The first theme emphasizes the PRC as a “reliable development partner,” stressing its extensive development 

assistance to the Pacific Island countries, including 100 aid projects, more than 200 batches of in-kind assistance, 

training around 10,000 people, and dispatching 600 medical staff. Such wide ranging assistance also includes 

security, and the PRC media makes frequent references points of relevance in the ‘Position Paper on Mutual 

Respect and Common Development with Pacific Island Countries,’ which includes jointly promoting regional 

peace and security and cracking down on transnational crimes, such as cyber-crimes. 

• The second point of emphasis is to characterize the PRC’s relationship with the Pacific Island countries as one of 

“equality, mutual support, and development,” in implicit contrast to the U.S., which is projected as a hegemonic 

power that lacks such virtues. PRC news media consistently portrays the U.S. as focused on security rather than 

economics in the Pacific Islands, but China has not shied away from taking assertive measures to ensure the 

security of its own nationals and interests. One state-run outlet even exclaimed that “With China’s overseas 

interests expanding, it’s only natural that it wants to send police and military personnel, if requested, to not only 

safeguard China’s economic and human interests but also help maintain social order in the host country” (China 

Daily, May 31). With these narratives being more loudly promoted we can expect to see more Chinese police 

uniforms in the Pacific Islands in the near future. (Martin Purbrick of Jamestown Foundation). 

Comment – Chinese pursuit of raw and strategic minerals and materials, coupled with (i) future export opportunities and 

(ii) diplomatic support in international bodies, is a steady Chinese global initiative and strategy. Deep relations with 

African and other ASEAN countries have long been a focal point and desire of the PRC.  
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Participation in BRI comes with many strings attached, as can be witnessed by Sri Lanka and Pakistan of late but provides 

China with entry points around the globe. 

Aside from the above, China has a stated interest and policy to expand its “Blue” Strategy where it plans to enjoy access 

to “friendly ports” in hitherto Western-oriented regions. 

A small island group like Kiribati may be a small “spec” in the ocean but – investment in ports and related facilities by the 

PRC make it a formidable challenge to the West. It provides China with a naval base in the center of US and Western allies 

areas of historical control. 

It pays to watch very closely where China enters into agreements with small but strategically-located island countries. 

In the late-1800’s the UK recognized a strategic danger with Germany declaring its intent to build a railway from “Berlin 

to Baghdad.” 

This rail development would skip around British control of the seas where, irrespective of which country you were, ships 

on the high oceans were to be insured through Lloyds of London. This gave the UK control of the oceans and thus trade 

as well as projecting military might. 

If you opted not to insure through Lloyds then the likelihood of your vessels being raided by pirates increased 

exponentially – pirates who were in many cases ex-British senior naval officers equipped by the British government. 

Germany was dependent on the high seas for trade and ambitions of a grander German Empire. 

Building a railway to avoid plying the high seas, Germany planned to circumvent British control and announced its 

intention to forge ahead with this very sensible land-based strategic option. 

Britain immediately reacted and as recorded in Hansards at the time, started planning for a war with Germany “within 

20 years.” We all know what happened in 1914. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


